(Hong Kong, 2 May 2005) – China Wireless Technologies Limited (“China Wireless Technologies” or the “Group”) (stock code: 2369), China’s leading developer and marketer of wireless system solutions and wireless terminals, announced that it has won a contract to supply 30,000 “Coolpad 858” dual-mode smartphones to China Unicom. China Wireless Technologies is the first domestic wireless terminals supplier to provide China Unicom with dual-mode smartphones. The entire order has been delivered.

Mr. Guo Deying, chairman of China Wireless Technologies, said, “We are much encouraged that China Wireless Technologies became the first domestic wireless terminals supplier to be included on the supplier list of China Unicom for dual-mode smartphones. The “Coolpad 858” dual-mode smartphone is not only the first of its kind in the world, but is also China’s first locally made dual-mode smartphone. The model has been adopted by China Unicom as a customized handset for its “Worldwind” mobile phone series. This proves the Group’s technological advantage and its close partnership with China Unicom.”

The “Coolpad 858” dual-mode smartphone targets mainly high-end users in China, allowing subscribers to switch between two networks and access roaming communications, hence be able to work anytime and anywhere. The smartphone is equipped with dual-CPU (central processing units) for processing data at high speed. It is also fitted with a 2.8 inch, 260,000 pixel color TFT LCD (thin-film-transistor liquid-crystal-display) monitor that accommodates touch-screen input, and a 128M-memory module to support China Unicom’s “U-Net” Service, which allows wireless Internet access at 153.6k per second. The “Coolpad 858” can also be adapted to proprietary wireless data platforms designed for different sectors, ranging from public security, logistics to securities trading, offering a “mobile office” to enhance efficiency and management levels. China Unicom has set the unit price for retail of this dual-mode smartphone at RMB5,680 to ensure uninterrupted access to telecommunication services all over the world with the same phone number. The long term goal of the programme is to achieve smooth transition to upgraded mobile telecommunication technology, thus helping to make wireless data transmission a part of life.

Mr. Guo concluded, “The Group will continue its efforts in research and development of smartphones, and will expand the market for industrial applications of the products and wireless data total solutions. We will also strengthen our partnership with telecommunication operators and corporate customers in China with the aim of reinforcing our leadership in the wireless communications market.”

About China Wireless Technologies Limited

Established in 1993, China Wireless Technologies is a leading supplier of wireless data total solutions. Leveraging its expertise and knowledge in wireless communications, the Group provides integrated solutions from back-end system to wireless intelligent terminals such as smartphones with proprietary operating systems for the telecommunications, public security, securities, and
different industrial and commercial sectors.
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